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ratio of total window area to total wall area. 
cost per unit protected total area in building. 
required enclosed area - square feet. 
required open area - square feet . 
protected floor area of an individual floor - square feet. 
average protection factor for all adequately protected 
areas. 
barrier reduction factor for glass from Chart 2. 
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interior partition reduction factor for the wal I at the 
detector story from Chart I. 
interior partition reduction factor for the roof on the 
next floor above the detector story from Chart I . 
length of bui ]ding - feet . 
width of bui ]ding - feet. 
ceiling barrier reduction factor from Chart 7, 
capacity as limited by area requirements - people 
capacity as limited by volume requirements - people 
ground contribution from detector story 
ground contribution from story aboye detector 
total ground contribution from adjacent stories and the 
detector story 
























roo f contr i bution reduction factor for floor under the top 
floor and roof area within interior partition area 
from Chart 4. 
roof contribution for the top story when the detector is 
is there . 
roof contribution for the floor under the top story when 
detector is at that floor. 
total cost of site and foundation - dollars. 
t otal cost of roof - do! Jars. 
total cost of partitions surrounding core of bui !ding 
protected area - dollars. 
t otal cost of exterior wal I - dollars . 
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width-to-length ratio of interior core area . 
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shape factor from Chart 8. 
number of floors in the building being considered. 
number of the floor being processed. 
mass of the individual floors. 
skyshine response on a window strip of detector plane 
from Chart 5 . 
skyshine response for floor above from Chart 5 . 
skyshine response for detector floor from Chart 5 . 
ground direct response for various heights due to story 
below from Chart 6 . 
ground direct response for various heights from Chart 6. 
wall scattered response fo r lower angle of wall base of 
the floor below from Chart 5. 
wall scattered response for lower angle of detector floor 
from Chart 5. 
wall scattered response for upper angle along a windowstrip 























wall scattered response for upper angle of wall top of the 
f loor above from Chart 5. 
wall scattered response of detector floor for upper angle 
from Chart 5, 
le ngth of i nt erior core protected area - feet. 
de t ecto r he i ght f rom contaminated plane - feet . 
ra t io of d i s t ance from detector to roof through one floor 
t o the le ng t h of bu i !d ing . 
ra t io of distance from detector to roof at top story to 
the leng th of bui !ding. 
ra ti o of dis t ance from detector to t he ground at the ground 
f loor t o bu i I ding length . 
ra t io of distance f rom detector to t he ground at the second 
f loor t o bui !ding length. 
ra t io of window height above detector to bui !ding length. 
ra t io of dis t ance from detector to roof at the top story 
lim ited to t he partition walls to the bui !ding leng t h . 
ratio of distance f rom detector to roof at floor under the 
top story limited to the partition wal Is to bui !ding 
leng t h . 
pe r cen t age of glass area within a bul ]ding-encircling 
hor izonta l s tr ip wi t h a wid t h equal t o t he average 
ind i vidua l open i ng heigh t s . 
pe ri me t e r fac tor as der i ved i n Chapter I I . 
fl oo r a rea protected to min i mum protec ti on specifications -
sq ua re feet . 
cos t pe r ave rage pro tec t ion facto r . 
mi ni mum speci f ied prot ecti on factor . 
, , 
peopl e capacity times average protection factor . 
su r face a rea of partitions - square feet . 
un it cos t of partitions - dollars/square foot . 
uni t mass of pa rti t ions - pounds per square foo t. 
























roof cont r ibution reduction factor for top floor and total 
roof area from Chart 4. 
roof contribution reduction factor for floor under the top 
floor and the total roof area from Chart 4. 
unit mass of roof - pounds per square foot. 
roof contribution reduction factor for top floor and roof 
area within interior partition area from Chart 4 . 
unit cost of roof - dollars per square foot. 
unit cost of site - dollars per square foot. 
site length - feet. 
site width - feet. 
height of individual story - feet. 
sum of PF. 
fraction of gamma radiation scattered from Chart 7, 
highest value of PF to pass this point thus far in the 
course of program execution. 
volume of the protected core space. 
upper solid angle fraction on detector story to window 
tops. 
total exterior wall area of building - square feet. 
one of fifty wal 1 cost values inserted into the main pro-
gram as data - dollars per square foot. 
unit wall mass - pounds per square foot. 
upper solid angle fraction on top detector story to exte-
rior wal 1 edges. 
lower solid angle fraction on detector story to the exte-
rior walls. 
lower solid angle fraction on floor below the detector 
story to the exterior wal 1 bottoms. 
height from si 11 to head of windows - feet. 
upper solid angle fraction on detector story to exterior 
wa 1 ls. 
xii 
WUPR upper solid angle fraction on floor above detector story 
to the exterior wall tops. 
WlC upper solid angle fraction on top detector story as limited 
by interior partition wall tops. 
XO combined wall and floor masses. 
Note: As the computer recognizes no bracket signs, and as program 
readings were taken directly from computer cards, double 
parentheses are substituted for brackets and parentheses 
normally used. This applies to all chapters which follow. 
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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTLON 
The purpose of this investigation is to introduce a method of 
optimizing radiation shielding protection factors in differently con-
structed types of multistory bui ]dings with regard to the respective 
skin costs of proposed buildings. 
A regional or urban area planner who must consider feasibility of 
fallout protection, wi 11 find this study to be a significant aid in 
determining the types of multistory construction to be used within 
his particular geographical area of influence. 
A digital computer combines the variables of bui !ding heights, 
wall and floor areas, length-to-width floor ratios, and protection 
factors of bui !dings comprised of interior partitions and exterior 
walls with apertures. 
The method is based on the assumption that the cost-to-protec-
tion factor ratio for a certain building type can be found from an 
accurate history of building costs of that particular region as sup-
plied by local product manufacturers, architects, and city or regional 
planners. The proposed method shows how to provide the ratio of skin 
construction cost-to-protection factor of a building covered with a 
certain type of skin when a minimum protection factor is specified and 
when the building construction cost data of the skin is supplied to the 
computer program by estimaters on retainer or by manufacturers and 
CHAPTER 11 
THE FEAS 1.B i LI TY METHOD 
The. main computer program_first fits the required areas within 
the given available rectangular dimensions of the sit~, forcing the 
bui !ding height to increase until the individual floor area of the 
building is able to be contained by the site. When a .minimum bui ]ding 
height has been achieved, .the program begins its calculation of the 
protection factor at the top floor of the first trial bui !ding. The 
cycling operation continues downward to the bottom floor. If the 
minimum prescribed protection factor is not reached for any floor in. 
the building, another floor is add~d to th~ building. This added floor 
wi 11 fi l 1 some of the area requirements formerly satisfied by the 
other floors. Hence the areas of the other floors wi 11 be reduced. 
This reduction in individual floor areas ihcreases the amount of ~all 
area required to enclose a given floor are~ by a quantity discuss.ed in 
a later chapter. Also if the site restricts the bui !ding from forifng 
a square one-level plan, the bui !ding width-to-length ratio wi 11 
change whenever another floor is added to the multistor~ structure. A 
wall enclosing a rectangular floor plan wi 11 require more surface per 
square foot of floor area than wi 11 a wall which encloses a square plan 
of the same fl~or area. 
~ ~ 
Therefore a perimeter factor has been provided in the matn program 
which converts required floor areas and site restrictions into requir~d 
3 
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wall areas. Finally, the total cost of constructing these walls is com-
puted as the wall area times the unit wall cost . The unit wall cost 
exists in the form of height-influenced data expressed in terms of 
percentage cost gain per square foot of wall surface. 
The rel a tionship between the wall areas of different floor heights . 
wi JI be expressed in terms of a perimeter factor. When the reference is 
is assumed to be ·a one-story square building, the perimeter factor, F, 
is a value equal to the square root of the number of floors in the 
bui !ding . In the case of the reference building, F is equal to one. 
The table of perimeter factors and the following explanation shows .this 
to be a va 1 id and usefu.J term in the main program. (See Tab le 2 . 1). · 
The table shows that for a constant given floor area, th~ unit 
length of a wall increases by a factor equal to the square root of the 
.i 
number of floors in . the buildlng. Assuming individual story wall height :. 
to be equal, then one is able to apply the same factor to wall area 
relationships when adding floors to a proposed bui I ding with constant 
area requirements. 
Because · most but !dings are not square, but are rectangular In 
shape, it is desi .rable to include into the preceding perimeter factor 
due to the number of floors, the effects on perimeter due to different 
building width-to-length r~tios. A square plan is used as a · reference 
shape, the factor for' whlch Is equal to a value of one. The following 
figure wl 11 help to lllustrat~ the derivation of the shape portion of 
the perimeter factor: 
perimeter:·.: 4S -.'r FACTOR• 4"1A" -.'r FACTOR 
:FACTOR.: =' (2W t ' 2L)· I' 4 ../A'.: ' (W ·+: L) I 2 VWL 
NUMBER AREA AREA LENGTH PERIMETER PERIMETER UNIT UNIT 
OF PER OF PER PER BLDG .BLDG 
FLOORS FLOOR· SIDE FLOOR BLDG PERIMETER SIDE 
A S2 s 4s 45 4 
2 A/2 S2/2 SI V2 45/ V2 BS! V2. 8/../2 V2 
3 A/3 S2/3 S/ V3 45/ V3 l 25/ V3 12/ V3 V3 
4 A/4 s2/4 $/ .../4. 4S/ v4 16S/ V4 8 2 
5 A/5 s2/5 S'/ VS 4S/ VS 20S/ ../s 201../s vs 
N A/N s2/N SI VN 4s/ v'N 4NS/ VN 4N/ VN VN 
Table 2.1. Perimeter Factor due to Heights 
6 
Combining these factors by multiplication wi 11 yield the perimeter 
factor in terms of the number of floors in the bui ld i ng ·and in terms of 
the width-to-length ratio of the floor plan . This factor is thus equal 
to the following expression: 
PERIMETER FACTOR =. (VN ~·( (W• L) I (2VWL)) 
The final perimeter factor multiplied by Individual story heights 
times the required floor area read into the main program in the form of 
data yields the total wal 1 surface area of the building. The wall cost 
is then obtained by multiplying this total wal I area by the unit wall 
cost, which is to be discussed in CHAPTER · IV~ (Figure 2. 1 . Plan 
Dimensions) 
s b Qs A I w 
The fol lowing quantities are introduced to the main program as 
data constants. One figure equivalent to the site cost in dollars per 
square foot is Inserted as input data of the main program. In this 
figure must be included the cost effects of taxes, insurances, foun-
dations, and excavation . This foundation cost is not directly 
proportional to the basement floor area of the bui !ding although this 
assumption has been made for the sake of simplicity. 
For certain use functions and from existing bui )dings, a general 
idea of a glass-to-wal I area ratto and a glass percentage within a 
bul !ding-encircling strip can be assumed to be an accurate enough 
da ta Input for most feaslbl llty studies. Roof mass is a ssumed to be 
a constant for any bul !ding height or area that uses a conventional 
structural system and Is expressed as a data Input number. The roof 
cost a lthough assumed to be a constant bit of program data Input, Is 
:, 
7 
dependent upon the variables of bui ]ding height, bui ]d i ng area, and the 
equipment to be placed on the finished roof. 
Wall mass is assumed constant although minor variations due to 
interior finishes and integral reinforcement can be considered in a 
later des i gn phase. The mass of load-bearing i nter ior partitions wi 11 
be a much greater inf luence upon radiation shielding than wi II that 
mass of s t ud f raming o r some othe r light-weight material. Partit ions 
are included because of t heir close relationship with load-bearing 
walls . Floor masses should generally remain constant rega rdless of 
bui ]ding height or area whenever a type of floor construction is ini-
tially decided upon. If for a certain region of the country that an 
alternate type of floor construction is more economical outside the 
limits placed on the or i ginal floor construction, then the program may 
be adjusted to compensate for these limits o r else the program can be 
run once for the floor mass of each construction type. 
Window heights are needed to establish the solid angle fraction 
of non-wal I scattered con tri but ion. These heights a re assumed to begin 
three feet from the floor and to extend upward. Ever y story height in 
the pr oposed bui ]d i ng is assumed to be equal . No t only are constant 
s tory he i ghts generally more economical due to mass quantity pro-
duction , but computation requirements for estimating purposes are 
simplified. 
Un it wall costs for a construction type from one story to a pre-
determined number of stories are introduced to the main program in as 
many data bits as there are number of stories in a possible building 
of this construction t ype . The appropriate unit wall cost wi 11 be used 
while the computer is calculating for the corresponding bui ]ding having 
that number of floors. CHAPTER IV of this thesis wi 11 tell how the 
relationships deriving actual w~ll cost data have been found in an 
example for the Oklahoma City area. 
8 
Unit partition costs must be included because of the many instan..., 
ces of integral structure with exterior load-bearing walls. Other 
types of construction do not necessarily require interior partitions 
for structural support as do many load-bearing types, but their cost 
and protection factor should, nevertheless, be included for comparison 
purposes. 
in computing the total wall cost, the unit wall cost, described 
above, is multiplied by the total wal 1 area. Total wall area is equal 
to the perimeter factor multiplied by the length of wal 1 for a one-
level square bui !ding having the required floor area times individual 
story height. 
Total partition cost is the product of the unit partition cost, 
described above, and the surface area of partitions in the bui !ding. 
Foundation and site costs are merely figured as the unit site cost 
times the basement floor area of the bul ldlng. Total roof cost ls the 
product of unit roof cost and roof area of the bul l~ing. 
Adding total wall, partition, foundation, and roof costs and then 
dividing this sum by the average protection factor yielded by this 
bui !ding wi 11 provide the cost of each unit of protection factor for 
that particular bui !ding which Is derived from the previously-mentioned 
limiting conditions. 
The total floor area providing the given required protection 
factor is the sum of the Individual floor areas within the Interior 
9 
partitions of each protected floor. This the "core concept111 of rad1a"'. : 
tion shielding and is uti Ii zed because the geometry variable of direct 
unobstructed radiation does not exist inside of the core that is sur-




:GLA INTERIOR ss .-- I CORE AREA PARTI Tl ON 
Figure 2.2. Assumed Floor Plan 
The cost per square foot of shielded area represe nts the total 
skin cost of the bui !ding divided by that protected floor area within 
the interior partitions. The cost per unit minimum protection factor ' 
is the index showing . the skin cost to provide this minimum required 
protection factor. 
Next is the number of people which can be accommodated in this 
bui !ding from OCD volume and floor area restrictions per person assuming 
' 
that equipment and supplies are stored outside the interior partitions . 
. The capacity based. on no vent i lat l on (! cfm or less of fresh air per 
person) ·a:nd :590 ' cubic. feet of space per P.erson i ls exP.ress~~ by the 
by the following formula: 
1National School Fallout Shelter Competition (1 963), p. II. 
Capacity: Volume/500 
The capacity based upon adequate ventilation (3 cfm or more of 
fresh air per person) is limited by requirement~ of 10 square feet of 
floor area per person, and 65 cubic feet of space per person. These 
formulas are shown below: 
Capacity due to area= Floor Area/JO 
Capacity .du~ to volume. of_~ir: VOlume/65 
10 
The final ratio of cost to protection is computed as the total 
skin cost divided by the product of the number of people accommodated 
by the shelter core and the average protection factor given by the 
structure 1 s adequately-shielded areas. This term is used for compari:ng 
the different construction types. A hJgh degree of protection is 
useless if there is inadequate space to care for a large number of 
people and in the opposite view, a low protection factor space which 
can accommodate many people is also just as worthless. But combin,ing 
the two factors of people accommodated and protection factor wi 1.1 give 
a useful relationship to the skin cost of that bui ]ding. 
CHAPTER 111 
PROTECTION FACTOR PROGRAMMING 
Charts in Shelter Design and Analysis 1 were approximated by 
dividing them into areas small enough to allow the chart curves to 
approximate straight lines. The end points of each curve within a 
chart division are fed into the program as data. Then by feeding the 
known chart value into the equation of this particular curve segment, 
the desired corresponding data is read from the thart. 
Each chart is written in the form of a subprogram which can be 
cal Jed either once or several times as needed by the main program 
while it tests taller and taller bui !dings for the required minimum 
protection factor. The main program, as previously discussed, approxi-
mates skin areas and their construction costs for each bui ]ding that 
Successfully provides the minimum protection factor requirements. It 
it the purpose of this chapter to illustrate the assumptions and 
procedures used to program each of the first eight charts in Shelter 
Design a'nd Analy:sis for th~ 7040 IBM digital computer, and to illus• 
trate where the results taken from these subprograms are inserted into 
the roof and ground contribution equations. 
l DCD,~p. 4-2& to 4-32 
1 l 
CHARTS FOR THE DETAILED PROCEDURE 
Chart 1. Barrier Shielding Effects (Plane Sources) 
Chart 2. Wall Barrier Shielding Effects for Various Heights 
Chart 3. Solid Angle Fraction 
Chart 4. · Reduction Factors for Combined Shielding Effects, 
Roof Contribution, C 
0 
Chart 5, Directional Responses, Ground Contribution, G and G s a 
Chart 6. Directional Responses for Various Heights, Gd 
12 
Chart 7. Fraction of Emergent Radiation Scattered in Wall Barrier, Sw 
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Chart 6, DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE FOR DIRECT RADIATION, Gd, FOR VARIOUS HEIGHTS 
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Subprogram Chart 1 
The first subprogram designated Chart I deals with ~onverting 
various mass thicknesses of interior partition barrier factor to 
ground contribution, interior partition barrier factor to roof contri-
bution, floor barrier factor to ground contribution, and ceiling 
barrier factor to ground contribution. 
Two hundred forty-eight values of reduction factors have been 
entered into common storage of the digital computer. The mass thick-
ness values read into this subprogram by the main program are tested 
against the Chart 1 mass thicknesses until a Chart 1 mass thickness 
value is reached that nearly equals the mass thickness supplied from 
the main program. Al 1 four curves on this chart are handled in this 
manner. 
Subprogram Chart 2 
The Chart 2 subprogram has been divided into four areas in which 
the curve segments are short enough to be assumed as straight lines. 
This subprogram tests the first degree equation of each curve segment 
with values of height and wall mass thickness which are supplied in the 
form of data from the main program. One hundred thirty-seven reduction 
factor values corresponding to the endpoints of these curve segments 
within the subareas of Chart 2 are read into common storage before 
main program execution occurs. 
For increasing masses, the decreasing barrier reduction factor 
returned to the main program is found to represent a rising protection 
value. 
22 
Subprogram Chart 3 
When the main program establishes bui !ding width-to-length ratios 
and bui ]ding height-to-length ratios, these ratios are interpreted as 
solid angle fraction contours by the subprogram designated Chart 3. 
One hundred forty-three values of height-to-length ratios are 
inserted into common storage to represent the end points of curve 
segments assumed to be straight lines due to each complete curve 1 s 
being segmented into four parts. The subprogram next tests the height-
to-length ratio introduced by the main program against the Chart 3 
height-to-length ratio unti I both ratios are most nearly equal. Then 
the solid angle fraction corresponding to the chosen Chart 3 height-
to-length ratio is selected. As the length-to-width ratio and the 
height-to-length ratio increase, the solid angle fraction decreases. 
Subprogram Chart 4 
Subprogram Chart 4 is also divided into four areas as is done in 
approximating Chart 3. The curves passing through these four areas 
are more easily approximated as straight lines when they are segmented 
into the shorter lengths. One hundred forty segment end point values 
are entered into common storage before main program execution starts. 
A straight line equation is utilized that will supply the Chart 4 
ordinate intercept value, known in this case as the reduction factor 
for roof contribution. The main program supplies a value for roof mass 
thickness and the Chart 3 solid angle fraction to this subprogram in 
order to receive roof contribution in return. 
Roof contribution has its greatest rate of change when roof mass 
is increased from zero to twenty-five pounds per square foot, and when 
23 
the given solid angle fraction is at a maximum value. 
Subprogram Chart 5 
Before the main program can compute the total ground contribution 
equations, it must supply the previously called Chart 3 solid angle 
fractions as data to the Chart 5 subprogram in order to receive from 
Chart 5 the directional response for the skyshine case and the direc-
tional responses of wall scatter for upper and lower solid angle 
fractions. Eighty-four values of directional response are read into 
common storage before main program execution begins. Out of common 
storage, three Chart 5 directional response values corresponding 
nearest to those solid angle fractions supplied by the main program 
wi 11 be returned to the main program for use in calculating total 
ground contribution. 
Both scatter and skyshine curves are assumed to be insensitive to 
height, while the basic skyshine curve includes a factor to account for 
radiation reflected from the ceiling. 
Subprogram Chart 6 
Subprogram Chart 6 is also divided into four parallel chart areas 
that enable more accurate straight line simulations of the curve seg-
ments. One hundred twenty-nine values of curve segment end points 
representing solid angle fractions are read into common storage and 
are tested against the solid angle fractions and heights introduced 
from the main program. 
The most significant change in the directional response for dir~ct 
radiation at various heights occurs on the first floor because the 
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solid angle fraction is increasing while sti 11 in its smallest magnitude. 
Chart 2 is assumed to consider height effects on skyshine, thereby 
allowing Chart 6 to ignore this consideration. 
Subprogram Chart 7 
When the main program has need of the fraction of emergent 
radiation scattered in a wall barrier, it will call Subprogram Chart 7. 
Due to the rapid initial rise in fraction scattered values, the first 
eight mass thickness increments have been taken as half the increment 
values of the last twenty mass thickness quantities. Up to forty 
poinds per square foot, mass thickness increments are taken in five-
pounds-per-square-foot intervals. Ten-pounds-per-square-foot intervals 
mark the mass thickness values from forty pounds per square foot to 
two hundred forty pounds per square foot. 
For all practical purposes, some amount of emergent radiation 
wi 11 always exist, no matter how thick the wall is. However, the 
initial rise of the fraction scattered curve is so rapid that over 
50 per cent of the gamma radiation has been scattered in a wall of forty 
pounds per square foot, and 75 per cent has been scattered in a wall of 
one hundred pounds per square foot. Above one hundred pounds per square 
foot the curve levels off so that little additional shielding affect 
is achieved by adding more mass thickness to the barrier. 
Subprogram Chart 8 
When the main program has determined a building width-to-length 
ratio for a particular cycle of operation, the main program calls for 
Subprogram Chart 8. This program is a .collection of twenty shape 
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factors; one of which is sent to the main program .upon being activated 
by the chart width-to-length ratio closest in value to that of the 
·· building. The shap~ factor shows that for a given floor area, the 
protection against radiation decreases as a floor shape elongates or as 
t~e shape factor decre~ses. 
1.n other words, for a given floor area, protection against radl-
. ation ~ecreases as a floor shape.elongates or as the shape fattdr 
decreases. Also, for a given floor area, the most protection can be 
gained from a square plan, which is not always allowed, due to previ-
ously~mentioned area requireme~ts and site restrictions. 
After calling the appropriate chart subprograms into the main 
program, the PA and AP values as defined below are lns·erted into the 
total ground contribution reduction. factor equations. The tt,ree ground 
contribution equations are for the cases as follows: 
1) The ground contribut.ion is smeared from the floor above the. 
detector story. 
·. CGA = BEXE ~'r BOXOPR ~'r { (GAPR5 - GA5) * .(.1; - SW7) + (GSUPR5 .·~ :GSU5) * 
. . 
SW7 * EB) ~'r ( 1. - AP) + (GAPR5 - GA5) ~'r AP ,•, BEO ,'r BOXOPR . . . ' ••. . . 
2) The ground contribution of the detector story considers the 
percent of aper tu res PA instead of the more genera 1 AP. 
CG= (BEXE ,V ((GD6 1- GA5 - PA,•, GAA5) ,', (I. - SW7) + (GSU5 + GSL5 ,...PA 
-~ GSUA5) ,'( SW7 ~'r ES) + PA -1, GAA5 -~ BEO) -~ Bl XI 
3) The contribution is smeared from the floor below the detector 
story. 
CGB = BEXE * BFXF * ((GDPR6 - GD6) * (l. - SW7) • (GSLPR5 - GSL5) * 
SW7 *EB)* (1. - AP) + (GDPR6 - GD6) *AP* BEO * BFXF 
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Total ground contribution for a typical floor would be the sum of 
the contribution of the detector story and its two adjacent floors 
smeared according to the following equation: 
CGALL = CGA + CG + CGB · 
Two cond it Ions of roof con tr i but I on ex Is t .· One is for the top . , 
story and the other case is for the story below the top story. For any 
mo.re stories lying below the two mentioned floors, roof contribution. 
is negligible, and Is therefore neglected. The roof contrlbutlon 
equation for the top siory, whose terms are later d~flned, is as 
fol lows: 
CONTTL ~ RFWCO + (RFCO - RFWCO) * BIXIPR 
The roof Contribution equation for the next story below is as 
fo I lows: 
COTOTL: CONTRF + (RFCONT ~ CONTRF) * BIXIPR. 
CHAPTER IV 
EXAMPLE PROBLEM FOR OKLAHOMA CITY 
interviews were conducted wi.th Oklahoma City area manufacturers of 
three construction types in order to verify cost data and their deter-
minants as derived by the author of this paper. These interviews were 
with Harold Adams and Mr. Rose of Acme Brick Company, Owen Donaldson of 
Harter Concrete Products, and Bart Bemusdaffer of Sublett and Associates. 
This chapter relates data and information from these interviews. 
Because the main program assumes identical wall types for each 
floor, only one wall material and percentage of apertures is used at a 
time. Toi llustrate this feasibility methodology for the Oklahoma City 
area, three wal 1 types are considered. They are load-bearing brick 
masonry, precast concrete panels, and metal sandwich panels. 
Load-Bearing Brick Masonry 
Brick masonry for a multistory wall is the first building type to 
be compared with others mentioned later. A base percentage of one 
hundred corresponds to the price of a finished masonry wall for a one-
to twelve-story building. For stories above the twelfth floor, cost 
percentages are added to the base percentage as follows. 
These unit masonry wall costs are entered into the program as data 
along with the desired percentage of open wall area to total wall area. 
The use of concrete block back-up is replacing red common back-up, 
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although the brick provides a better fire stop. The following tables 
allow three percent for breakage. 
Table 4.1. Common Brick with ! 11 Joints.I 
1030 Common Brick delivered at $40 per M ....................... $ 41.20 
Mortar 16 C.F. (Material Only) @65¢ per C.F •................... 10.40 
Scaffold and Hoist............................................. 3,75 
Mason, 13 hours ~4.50 .........................•..•..•.••..•... 59,50 
Helper, 9 hours ~2.15......................................... 19.35 
IN PLACE PER THOUSAND .......................................... $133 .20 
for double wythe 12.67 brick per S.F. 
79 S.F. equals 1000 brick 
I N PLACE PER SQUARE FOOT ...................................•... $ 1 . 90 
l Adams 
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Table 4.2. Select Common As Face Brlck 2 
This case has ! 11 tooled concave joints and common bond. 
1030 Brick delivered ~52. per M .......................... ~ ..... $ 53.50 
Mortar Material 13 C.F. @65¢.................................... 8.45 
Scaffold and Hoist ................... ;.......................... 7 .50 
Mason, 13 hours ~4.50 .......................................... 58.50 
Helper, 9 hours ~2.15......... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. 19.35 
IN PLACE PER THOUSAND .••....••.•.......•.....•.........•..•..... $147. 30 
for single wythe .•. 6.33 brick per S.F. 
158 S.F. equals 1000 brick 
i N PLACE PER S .F •........•..•...•....•. , ....•....••..•........•. $ .94 
Table 4.3. Brick Veneer3 
One thousand brick lay-up 150 S.F. with -!-11 joints with waste 
included. 
1000 Brick (Select Common) delivered ~60. per M •.•••........... $ 60.00 
'Mortar 13 C,F •. @65¢ .................... ,........................ 8.45 
Scaffold and Hoist.............................................. 7.50 
70 Copper Ti es @5¢.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 .50 
Labor on ties, 2 hours ~4.50.. ... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... . . .. .. .. .. .. 9.00 
Mason, 15 hours ~4 .50 ......................... ;................ 67 .50 
Helper, 9 hours ~2.15 .............. , . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 19.35 
I 
I N PLACE PER THOUSAND ••••. '. •.•...•..••.•••••..•••.•••.••••••.••• $ 175. 30 





Table 4.4. Brick & Mortar Quanti ties4 . 
NUMBER OF BRICK PER S.F. OF WALL - SINGLE WYTHE 
~. 
MORTAR w/waste 
TYPE ACTUAL SIZE 3/811 ' 1 /211 CF oer M bricks 
BRICK L H w JOINT JOINT l WYTHE :.2 WYTHE 
COMMON ·;\,S 2-1/4 3-3/4 6.67 6.33 12 ,9 · 16.5 
ROMAN .12. 1-1/2 4 6. 15.0 19.2 
SCR 11-1/2 2-1/6 5-1/2 4.5 17. 3 . .22 .• 9 
NORMAN 11-1/2 · 2-l/4 3-1/2 4,5 15.8 21.4 
JUMBO 11-1/2 3-1/2 3-1/2 ).0 13 .6 22.0 
JUMBO 11-·1/2 3-1/2 1~112 3.0 17.3 --
KINGSIZE 9-5/8 . . 2-5/8 .. 4-1 /2 4.8 14 .o 18.05· 
The above quantities are for running bond. For other bonds, add to 
face brick: 
. ,COMMON, .FULLHEADER EVERY 5th COURSE add 2<1/o 
COMMON, FULL HEADER EVERY 6th COURSE add 16. '"flo 
fNGLI SH, FULL HEADER EVERY 2nd COURSE add 5<1/o 
FLEMISH, FULL HEADER EVERY COURSE add 33,3% 
FLEMISH, FULL HEADER EVERY 6th COURSE add 5 .6% . 
,4 




Table 4.5. Concrete Panel Size Li mi ts 
and Hardware Costs 
TH I CKNESS MAXI MUM 6 MAXI MUM l MAXIMUM HARDWARE 7 HARDWARE 
LENGTHS WIDTH AREAS COST COSTS/sf 
t X x~~Y. 
2 in. 6 ft. 61911 36 sf $ 3.00 $.083 
2-1/2 8 8 1611 68 5.00 .074 
3 10 8 1611 85 7.00 .073 
3-1/2 13 81611 110 8.00 .073 
4 15 8•611 127 9.00 .071 
4-1/2 18 8 1611 153 10.00 .066 
5 23 8 1611 195 12.00 .062 
5-1/2 25 8 1611 212 14.00 .066 
6 27 8 1611 229 16.00 .07 
6-1/2 30 8 1611 255 18.00 .07 
7 35 8 1611 297 20.00 .068 
7-1/2 38 8 1611 323 22.00 .068 
8 40 8 1611 340 24.00 .07 
6 Mosai,p.H2 
7 Oona Jdson 
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The new uKing Size 11 brick of dimensions 9=5/8 11 x 2-5/8 11 x 311 can 
be laid up much quicker than common brick with as good or better satis-
faction from the owner. This time savings is realised mainly by the 
mason, but it is In effect a raise in his pay check because he can work 
fewer hours for the same wall area covered. It is for this reason that 
masons can continue to hold their prices to maintain a higher profit 
while the other building trades must raise prices with the times. 
Eventually, of course, the masons wi 1 I raise their prices too, but their 
price rises have been delayed by introduction of the king size brick. 
The savings to the Oklahoma City area mason can be shown as fol lows: 
88¢ per S.F. "k 4.8 brick per S .F. = $4.22 
75¢ per S.F. 'i'e 7,0 brick per S .F. = $5 ,25 
This is a 25% savings in cost to the mason which will al ·1ow him 
be much more competitive to other building trades. For the computer 
program example, a two-wythe 811 11 king size 11 reinforced wall at 79psf 
and a one-wythe 311 11 king size 11 partition at 30 psf at common brick 
prices is utilized in the form of data input. Standard wall sections 
of the types referred to follow on the next page. 
to 
Figure 4.1. Masonry Wall Section 
EXTERIOR LOAD BEARING REINFORCED INTERIOR LOAD BEARING PARTITION 
WALL 
311 211 311 
3/1611 wa 1 i ti es 
as.required to 
-r--""'"'il:tt---9::.,,. prevent spreading 
of the wythes. 
Gyp board 
app 1 led as per 
mnfr I s specs. 
Grout: rn---- Fasten· In jt. 
WEIGHT 
Type S mortar with 
water added, 2 
parts pea gravel 
to I part cement 
may be added. 
#4 rebar at 
1811 c.c. horz. 
#4 rebar at 
J 811. c • c . ve rt . 
sf 
BRICK PER S.F. 9.6 
ALLOWABLE LOAD· 8 CONCENTRIC - k/ft 16. 1 . 
LATERAL SUPPORT 
17.78 REQUIRED (feet) 
30 
4.8 
8 .1 9 
7,09 
8uniform Building Code, 164 ed. 
9southern Stnd. Building Code, 165 ed. 
with cone. 
na i 1. 







Precast Concrete Wall Panels 
They are either solid or insulated and are covered with plain, 
colored,·or textured finishes .. Transportation limitations hold the 
width to .eight feet six inches. As shown in Figure 4.2 ahd Table 4.5, 
maximum panel size for a given thickness is limited'by·the,panel length. 
Hardware costs range from $3,00 per set to about $25,00 per set, 
depending upon the 1panel size being used and the number of adjustment 
screws per panel. These unit hardware costs are generally constant 
as shown in Table 4,5, The hardware cost of $,07 per square foot is 
added to Godfrey's figure of $.25 per square foot, which mentions only 




f;ig.ure 4.2. Concrete Panel Dimensions 
for Table 4.5 
if maximum aggregate size is 1-1/211 , use 311 minimum thickness 
panels. Large aggregate will increase required panel thickness. 
Table 4.6 is based on panel sizes being fifty square feet with a gray 
d d bb d f . . h 10 groute an ru e 1n1s . 
Table 4.6. Concrete Panel Cost Factors. 
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311 - $2 .00/sf 
4u = $2. 15/sf 
511 - $ 2. 20 sf 
611 - $2.40/sf 
711 - $ 2 . 65 Is f 
811 - $2 .80/sf 
ADD $.40/sf for white grout and rubbed finish. 
ADD $1 .25/sf for exposed local aggregate. 
ADD $1.25 and up for exposed glass or exposed stone. 
Sandwich Panels - ADD 
111 1-1/211 211 
Styrofoam $. 13/sf $.20/sf $.26/sf 
Urethane $.27/sf $.40/sf $.54/sf 
Erection is done by a crane and a seven-man crew that can place 
five hundred square feet per eight-hour day. 
SOLID 311 WHITE GROUT AND RUBBED FINISH ........................... $2.40 
CAULKING, GROUT, BOLTS, etc...................................... .32 
11 ERECT, PLUMB, ALIGN, etc. .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . ... . .. . .. .85 
IN PLACE PER SQUARE FOOT ......................................... $ 3 .57 
10 Id. Dona son 
11 Godfrey, p. 130. 
Clip angle as required. 
Minimum 2 per panel. 
r'\ : I 
I I : i 
I I : I 
I I ' : 
\--__ ... , ... : 







I : I 
1 : : Threaded bolt 
I : ' { ! 11 rn i n . ) 10:: , , , We Id to p I a te . 
, ..... :_;_ ... -- ...... _._ ____ ...,,...._.___,,...,.., ___ ,.c;....... 
J __ --i :- - . ·- -1------r--,---~'7"-~-,J 






, Continuous angle 
' ', ·cast in 
', '"-. concrete. 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
Adjustable insert 
cast in concrete 
r-- ------, Ir--·----- -11 
DETA I L 11 911 . 
,; r_.;. __ ., , , 
:1 I l 1 
I 1.~~ ---.... ~ • .JI 
I I ••::i I (c.: 
. ·:=-~: .............. .. : . . .. ... .,. .. : 
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Threaded bolt (3/811 ) min . 
with nuts and washers. 
Galvanized strap anchor with 
vertical slot. Min. 2 per panel. 
Continuous 
or c 1 i p a ng 1 e 
as required. 
Figure 4.J. Concrete Panel Wall Section Utilized 
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No al'lowance has been made for supporting steel framework. On one 
story bui !dings, pane'ls may rest on grade beams and require only fast-
eners and wind bracing. On upper floors, the panels are assumed to be 
attached to the face of the building and not shoved into any cavities. 
Glazed areas are assumed to cost $5.00/sf. 12 
Because metal sandwich-panel-installation labor rises from $-35 
per square foot to$,50 per square foot as a building grows in height, 
it is assumed that the $w85 per square foot erecting labor for concrete 
panels increases by asimilar percentage to a value of $1 .15 per square 
foot on the higher bui !dings, This provid~s a total installed cost 
range from $3.57 per square foot to $3.87 per square foot to be distri= 
buted as shown in comparison with the metal panels in a table following 
the next discussion on metal sandwich panels. Three-inch thick panels 
weighing thirty-eight pounds per square foot are to be used in ten-foot 
lengths for the example computer problem. 
n Metal Sandwich Panels 
Colored porcelain-enameled facing panels are available in sizes 
up to 60 1 x 11 • The insulated panels are 1-1/211 to 3-1/411 thick, and 
come in a variety of colors and finishes. Panels (in-place) cost from 
$1 .85/sf for 8,000 to 10,000 square feet jobs, to an additional 20 per-
cent/sf on jobs of 5,000 square feet or less. A usual figure of about 
$3.10 for porc®lain exterior face to a $5.00 stainless finish exists 
with a plant production cost facgor of one to l .25 times the quoted 
l? -Bemusda ffer 
13 :bid. 
HALCON Is I PANEL 
20 gauge steel interior face 
20 gauge steel exterior face 
l O 1 311 span 
1211 
Above values based on 20 psf 
wind load and maximum deflection 
of 1/180 span as suggested by 
Walcon Corporation metal wall 
systems. 
-~-1---~---
,:·_.::,.::: . . .. : ... · ... 
1· :.- . . : 
I .·':·,· .. : ' .. 
• loo f ••• :' I . ' . .. . \ . , ... : . ~~·:·~ 
•,.\ > ·;·:.~ :: . . ,:.-.;·· :· •. 
I·.: . . . : 
a:··.;.·, .:; . 
I: . . .. 
·.' • •• l I . . . .... . 
•,(/~ :· .. .. ... \ .. . 
I ,; ... I • 
I :::· ~ ... . 
I . . ·. · .. . 
I ,· ..... :·.: : ·: . . . .· 1· ...... . , · ... :· ... : .. :: 
I·.; '': ·. : ·. ,. Io 6 , .·. . . . 
f / .: ... : ..... 
I . . _. . ~·. 
... I I i ... ·.:: : 
1 · .: . : . 
a:: :: .. /'. 
1· \ .. , ... i ... .. ... ·.:. :. : 
I· ... ·· ..... . 
r:·:·. ·,:: ·: .. 
3 !'' 
Figure 4.4. Metal Sandwich Panel Wall Section Utilized 
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prices. Weighing between four and five pounds per square foot, the 
most-generally used corrugated aluminum of both faces is estimated to 
cost $1 .50/sf to $2.00/sf for jobs less than 2,000 square feet. Colored 
or white baked enamel costs $ .08 to$ .35 per square foot more than mi 11 
f .. h 14 1n1s • · 
The cost to field assemble and install these panels including 
; accessories, labor, and equipment runs from $.40 a squar~ foot on one-
story buildings, to $.55 per square foot on multistory structures. New 
patented connectors speed erection but overall cost in-place is about 
the same due to the high cost of connectors. 18 Al 1 of the above figures 
inc 1 ude usual fl ash i ngs but do not inc 1 ude any supporting framework; 
Windows cost approximately $5.00/sf plus the cost of steel framing, 
sills, and heads. Installation of metal panels ranges from $-35 to 
$.50/sf. 
The panels can be erected with a crane on top of a building or with 
mobile cranes now in pop4lar use. Height is less a cost factor in metal 
I 
I 
sandwich panels than in 1asonry or precast concrete panels due to easier 
hand 1 i ng abi 1 i ty and 1 ig~ter weight. Ten-foot long panels are genera 11 y 
the most economically installed panels and are used in the example 
problem with a weight of five pounds per square foot. 
A colored baked enamel finish adding ·$.35 per square foot to the 
basic $1 .50 wi 11 bring the price to $1.85 per square foot. Adding $.35 
per square foot for installation, the total installed panel price 
varies from $2;20 per square foot to $2.35 per square foot on the tall 
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Skin Costs With Respect to Height 
METAL IS CONCRETE.I 6 
PANEL PANEL 
COST /sf COST/sf 











SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Problems and their results encountered in working with this thesis 
are to be summarized in Chapter V and in Figure 5. l along with sugges-
tions for using the feasibility method with a wider range of variables. 
These problems are illustrated so that continuing work done in this 
field may be boosted with the enclosed suggestions. 
A major problem to be met is deciding which of the vast number 
of variables to assume constant so that a workable solution can be 
obtained from those variables remaining to be considered. One suggested 
program would vary the wall mass thickness on the lower floors while 
the building height increases and limit the bui !ding height by the 
material 1s strength ard the structural system being used. 
Other cost factors that can be considered are the projected main-
tenance costs over a specified building life span, a factor representing 
multiple use efficiencies during times of no emergency, and reduction 
in useable floor area percentage as a building goes higher. The per-
centage of floor area reduction is due to the increased space that must 
be devoted to vertical circulation or mechanical equipment areas. 
Further related studies should consider the many more variables in 
erecting a building and in the costs of constructing a building. 
One major problem is the providing of accurate input data for costs 
of bui ]ding construction. Cooperation by the manufacturers was found 
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to be quite helpful on this thesis, but for commercial purposes, maybe 
this information may not be so, easily obtained. In order for the cost 
data to be fed into this program, it is suggested that a computer tape 
containing the needed construction types cost data be used with updated 
multiplication factors that represent various localities, fabrication 
schedules, and transportation costs. More extensive research can be 
done to establish a reliable source list of construction cost data 
for different locations of the country. This project would be a thesis 
in itself. 
Results are shown for several site conditions in relation to the 
three types of materials described in Chapter IV. Table 5.1 shows the 
various site conditions used In the program input. The first condition, 
line A, shown in Table 5, l shows the effects of an available site area 
which is smaller than the required floor area in the bui !ding at a very 
high unit site cost. These conditions approximate a prime downtown 
situation. The program output in Figure 5,IA comes from the site con-
ditions in line A of Table 5, I. This output shows that the exterior 
reinforced masonry is the most economica.J material with respect to 
radiation shielding protection afforded. Although the cost per unit 
minimum required protection factor is at a minimum for the tall building 
with a metal sandwich skin, only seven people can be provided a minimum 
safety factor of forty as compared to one hundred thirteen people in 
an eight-inch masonry building and thirty-four people enclosed by three-
inch concrete panels. These figures are for fifty percent AP and fifty 
percent PA. When the number of people facilitated is considered along 
with the average protection factor provided by the shelter, both con-
crete and metal become more expensive than the reinforced masonry walls. 
Additional program runs are made while making variations in unit site 
costs and available site areas. 
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Figure 5.18 shows results from line B of Table 5.1 while all other 
variables are the same as in the A program run. The Brun assumes an 
available site area larger than the required but !ding areas. The site 
cost is reduced to a low value of unit cost in the line with prices in 
outlying areas of the central city. 
Metal sandwich panels are found to be the most economical for the 
condition 5, ID while brick is most economical in the other three con-
ditions. The concrete panels usually-run second to brick, which Is 
generally most economical. The ratio of cost to protection for metal 
panels relative to concrete and masonry varies greatly in the four 
cases mentioned In Figure 5, I. 
Using the straight line method as shown in Appendix A can have ten 
percent error, which is acceptable for proposed buildings. The largest 
errors occur where input values have a relatively small rate of change. 
Thus, the overall error becomes negligible. These subprograms were 
tested with teri values scattered throughout the chart limits and valid 
answers corresponding to the real chart values were returned. This 
procedure is used for all eight subprograms. 
The computer, a I though a ti mesaver, can over-s imp 1 i fy a problem 
because of its Ii mi ted memory space, but computer accuracy is usefu I 
for ti me projection purposes. 
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Table 5.1. Four Site Conditions 
li l~E REQ'D REQ'D LENGTH WI 0TH COST MINIMUM 
NUMBER OPEN CLOSED OF OF OF REQUIRED 
AREA AREA SITE SITE SITE PROTECTION 
sf sf feet feet $/sf FACTOR 
A 10,000 40,000 150 50 25. 40 
B 10,000 40,000 1500 500 .25 40 
C 10,000 40,000 150 50 .25 40 
D 10,000 40,000 1500 500 25. 40 
,l, 
















FLOORS ----.... ~-~ 
9.00 
. ·,(' 
'LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL·. 
OF. (;IF PROTECTED 
BUILDING . BUILDING A~EA ------- -------- --------
142.86 50.00 o.oo 
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TOTAL COST PER 
PROTECTED AVG. 






CAPACITY OF P~OPLE WITHQUT COST FOR 
PROTECTION · WITH VENTILATION VENT[LAT[ON 
34.67 6.93 85.03 






EXTERIOR METAL SANDWICH---INTERIOR MASONRY PARTITIONS 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
1.00 142.86 50.00 o.oo ·0.00 o.oo 6722. 59 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------ ------- -------- ------- -------- -------- ------
8.00 125.00 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 6058.20 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER .COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUl'LDING AREA PROT FAC AREA Ml N., PF ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
9.00 111.11 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 5523.88 
' NUMBER LENGTH ·WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILD.ING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
10.00 100.00 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 5080 .• 64 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF Of PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUJLOING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. Pf 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------- --------
11.00 90.9! 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 4707.32 · 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF Of PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FlOORS BUILOI NG BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA· Ml N'. Pf 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
12e00 83e33 50 .. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo l 4380.12 
NUMBER U:NGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF Of Of PROTECTED AV Ge SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- --·------ -------- --------
13.00 76e92 50.00 o.oo o.oo o .. oo 4092.09 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----~---
14.00 71 .. 43 50 .. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3833.92 
Figure 5. lA3 
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• NUMBER LENGTH ( WJDY-H TOTAL· COST PER COST PER COST PER . OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING 'BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA HIN •. PF ------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -~------ -------
15.00 66.67 50.00 .o.oo o.oo o.oo 35·99. 62 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA ·. HIN. PF 
-----~- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
16.00 62.50 50.00 o.oo ,. o.oo o.oo 3391.19 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA. HIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- -------- -------- . -------- -------
17.00 58.82 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3191.40 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF Of PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- -------- ------ -------- -------- --------
18.00 55.56 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3008. 37 
NUMBER LENGTH WlOTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC . AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------- ---------
19.00 52.63 50.00 O.;.OO o.oo . o.oo 2832. 77 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUlLDING AREA PROT 'FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- ------- --------
20 .. 00 50.00 50.00 . o.oo o.oo o.oo 2669. 57 
' HEIGHTS PROVIDING PROTECTION .MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR 
----- .-. ----------· -----------
183.00 40.'!-0 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUIU)ING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- ------- ------ -------- -------- --------
21.00 48.80 48.80 70.36 1234.69 1463.52 2574.33 
' CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR WITH VENTILATION VENT I LA TI ON PROTECTION 
------------------ --------- ----------
7.04 1.41 175.48 
END-'-OF-DATA ENCOUNTERED ON SYSTEM INPUT FILE. 
Figure 5. lA4 
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UNIT , 
MIN. PF ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------







TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
PROTECTED . AVG. SH.I ELOED UNIT 
AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. Pf 
------- -------- ------~- -------- -------- -------- --------





OF . OF 
BUILDING BUILDING 
TOTAL COST PER 
PROTECTED AVG. 
AREA PROT FAC 
COST PER COST PER 
SH[ ELDED UNIT 
AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- ------- ______ ...,_ --------. __ ..., _____ --------










TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
PROTECTED · AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN •. PF ------- -------- -------- -------- -~---~-~ -------- --------


















MIN. PF' ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
























MIN. PF ------ -------- -------- -------- -------- -----·--- -------
6.00 91.29 91.29 820.59 1826.89 61.41 1259.75 
CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT 







: . . ,,. 
EXTERIOR CONCRETE PANELS---INTERIOR MASONRY PARTITIONS 
' NUMBER · LENGTH 
WIDTH. TOTAL ·COST PER ·cosr PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TEO AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- ·-------- ------- -------- -------- -----
.1.00 223.61 223.61 o.oo ·0.00 0~00 2425.97 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF. OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILD.ING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- -~---- -------- ------ ------- -------- ~-----
2.00 158.11 158.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1747.62 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER , OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUil DiNG AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- -------- ____ ...., __ -------- -------- -------
3.00. 129.10 129.10 o.oo ·o.oo o.oo 1569.03 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUtlbtNG AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- _.,... _____
________ ._. 
------- -------- ..,, _________ --------
4.00 111. 80 111.so o.oo o.oo o.oo 1512.00 
' NUMBER lENGTH WIDTH TO'TAl COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG• SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING · BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- -------..i:-
____ -.i,, ___ 
*'-------
___ ...._ ____ ______ ,.,a_ --------
5 .. 00 100.00 100.00 o.oo· o.oo ' o.oo 1495.14 
t NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTI.L COST PER COST PER . COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING , AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- --------- ------- -------- -------- --------
6.00 91.29 91.29 . o.oo 0~00 o.oo 1503.50 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROlECTEO AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA .· MIN. PF ------ ------- ----~--- ------ -------- ------- --------
1.00 84.52 84.52 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1508.44 i 
/ 
. " NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTEC JED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. Pf 
------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------- -------
8.00 79.06 79.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo. 1514.74 
Figure 5 .1B2. 
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' NUMBER< LENGTH. WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST·PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOOI\S BUILJHNG . BUU.QH,IG ARE.A e1tor_ f.AC ,\~l;:A .... . ~.IN• .PF: ------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------- ------
9.,00 74.54 74.54 o.oo o.oo OoOO 1520.44 
' HEIGHTS PROVIDING PROTECTION MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR 
------------------- ---------83.00 40 .. 07 
9 NUMBER , ,LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER ·cosT PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- -------- ----- ------- -------- --------
lOoOO 700 71 10 .. 11 245.69 993.09 248.22 1524.61 
9 CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR 
WITH VENTILATION VENTILATION PROTECTION 
'·· ------------------ ------..-- ---------
\ 
'o 24.57 4,.91 . 40.42 
Figure 5.183 
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EXTERIOR METAL SANDWICH---IN'rERIOR MASON~Y PARTITIONS 
' NUMBER LENGTH· WIDTH' TOTAL COST PER · COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED· AVG. SHIELDED .· .. UNIT 
FLOORS · BUILDING BUILIHNG AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------




1.00 223.61 223.61 o.oo o.oo o.oo 2425.97 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER. OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUICDING AREA · PROT FAC .AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ___ ... ____ . -------- -------- --------
2.00 158.11 158.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1671.03 . 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF · Of OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDJNG AREA PROT FAC AR.EA MIN. PF ------ -------- --~----- ------- ------- -------- --------
3.00 129.10 129.10 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1460. 72 
' NUMBER LENGTH . WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED·. AVG. SHIELDED . UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC . AREA MIN. PF ------ -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
4.00 111. 80 111. 80 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1379. 35 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COS{·PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA .PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- -------- ------- ------- -------- -------
5.00 100.00 100.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1341.97 
• NUMBER LENGTH , WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF · OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
-------- --. ----- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
6.00 91.29 91.29 . o.oo o.oo o.oo 1324. 75 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------
1.00 84.52 84.52 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1312. 63 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------ -------- ------ -------- -------- ------
8.oo 79.06 · 79.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1303.24 
Figure 5.1B4 
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• "NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER. COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED · UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AR.EA PROT fAC ARE;A . f,UN •. f>F ------~ -------- -------- -------- -------- ------- --------
9.00 74.54 74.54 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1294.34 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER . COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TEO AVG. SHI HOED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- ----~--
____ ...;.. ____
-------- --------
10.00 70. 71 10.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1284.79 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER. 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
11.00 67.42 67.42 o.oo 0.·00 ·o.oo 1277. 56 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED· AVG. SHI ELOFD UNIT 
FLOORS BUI LOI NG BUILDING AREA PROT FAC APEA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- -------
12.00 64.55 64.55 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1265.44 
HEIGHTS PROV IOI NG PROTEC Tl ON 
MINIMUM PROTECTlDN FACTOR 
---------- ---- --- -----------10.3.00 40.03 
NUMBER· LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF or OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILOING BUllDING AREA PROT FAC APEA MIN., PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
13.00 62.02 62.02 176.14 615.17 284.37 1252.24 
• CAPAC ITV OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR 
WITH VENTILATION VF.NTILATION PROTECTION 
------------------ ----------- ----------
17.61 3.52 34.93 
END-OF-DATA ENCOUNTERED ON SYSTEM INPUT FILE. 
Figure 5. I 85 
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·- ....... -- - ·- .. - ---
EXTERIOR REINFORCED MASONRY --- INTERIOR MASONRY PARTITIONS 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF·- OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED· - UNlT 
FLOORS. BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT _ FAC_ . AREA MIN. PF ------ ------ -----~-- -~---.,..- ------ _____ _;. __ ~ ~--:-_.__ 
1.00 l't2.86 50 .• 00 o.oo o.;oo -o.oo 22_21.11 
' NUMBER · L_ENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST. PER COST PER COST PER ~ OF OF . OF . PROTECTED - AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUI_LDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF ------- ------- --.------:--· ------- -------- ------- ----------
8.00 125.00 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 2105. 89 
-, HEIGHTS PROVIDING PROTECTION 
MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR 
-~--------------. q ---------n.;oo 43.04 
63._00 42_.21 
·-' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS· BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT ._FAC -AREA MIN. PF ------- -------- -------- -------· -------- ------- -~----·-
9.00. 111.u 50.00 1137. 78 2811.85 70.23 1997.53 
' CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST 
I. 
FOR 
WITH VENTILATION VENTUATION PROTECTION ------------------. --~------- ----------J· ·' '113.18' 22.·76 24. 71 · 
Figure 5. lCl 
EXTER WR CONCRETE PANELS---INTER[OR MASONRY PARTUIONS 
i NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PIER COST IPf.R cosv PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIElOEO UNH 
HOORS BUI LDl'.NG BUILDING AREA PROT fAC AREA M[N., PF ______ ...,_ __ ...,,. _____ ---------- ..... ....,....., _ _,_ .. ,,,~ ....,...,.. ____ ..,,,.....,,. _____ ..,,_,_.._ ___ _,.,,_..._...,.,,.,.....,..,..,,..,,,,. 
1.00 142~86 50 .. 00 o.oo o .. oo 0000 25260 36 
., NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
Of OF OF PROTECTED AVGe SHIELDED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT fAC AREA MIN .. PF 
----..--- -------- -"""'----- .. -
_,, _______ 
-------- ...,, ____ ....,.. ..... ...,, --------..,.,,-· 
8 .. 00 125.00 50 .. 00 o .. oo o .. oo o .. oo 2425@10 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COSY PER COSY PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TEO AVG .. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA ?ROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
,_ ______ -------- ----...,---..-- -----~---= ----..--· ... - -. .,. ..... -..._..,.._.,..,. __ _,, _ _,._,.,..,....,,_._ 
9.00 111 .. 11 50.,00 OeOO o.oo o .. oo 2330075 
~ NUMBER lENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TEO AVG., SHIELDED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF 
-------.. - -------- -------- ---~---- --------- _._. ____ _,,...,. _..,.__.,,,._,,_ ...... ___ 
10.00 l00.00 50000 o.oo 0$00 OeOO 224L, 26 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG,, SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN@ PF 
-------.. -------- _______ ,,,_ -------- __ _,, ______ ,,...,_,. _____ _...., .... -c.B_,._,,. __ ..,.,. __ 
11~00 90.91 50,,00 o.oo o .. oo o .. oo 2162,. 68 
HEIGHTS PROVIDING PROTEC HON 
MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR ---------~--~~---~~ -----...... ---~--
103800 ltl~ 16 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER cos-r PER 
OF Of OF PROTECTED AVG. SHI ElDED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT fAC AREA MiN~ PF __ .. _____ ___ ..... __ -------- _..,,,. _____ .. _ -------- .,. _ _,, __ """" __ -=-==,._.,,,....,.,,....,....,."'= 
12.00 83~ 3, '!l 50 .. 00 346.,67 1316 .. 20 239096 201{Jio65 
CAPAC ITV OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST f!OR 
WITH VENT!LAHON VENTILATION PROTEC HON -------------~~--~ --------""'"'-- -·------.,.---
34967 6 .. 93 37.,,97 
figure 5. 1 C2 
EXT ER JOR METAL SANOWiCH---INTERIOR MASONRY PARHHONS 
" NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAl COST PER COST PER COSY PER Of OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SH_I ElOEO UNH 
FLOORS BUILOlNG BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN., ?F 
------- --------- -------- -------- _,... ______ --------- --------· 
1.00 142. 86 50.00 o.oo OoOO o .. oo 2302e95 
II NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOT Al COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHI ElDEO UNIT 
FLOORS BUIU>ING. BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------a.,oo 125 .. 00 50.00 o .. oo o.oo o .. oo 2L9la0l 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF 
------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
9.00 l llu 11 50.00 o.oo o .. oo o.oo 2086 .. 38 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN~ PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- ______ .. __ -------- --------
10 .. 00 100 .. 00 50 .. 00 o .. oo o.oo o.oo 1986 .. 89 
0 NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
Of OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MINo fl'F 
-------- -------- -------- ------- -------- --------- --------
11 .. 00 90 .. 91 50.00 OoOO o.oo o.oo l894s82 
ff NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MING Pf 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- -------
12 .. 00 83 .. 33 50 .. 00 o.oo o ... oo o.oo l80le99 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAG AREA MIN~ PF 
-------
_______ ...... 
-------- ------- -------- -------- ..-o:=..'"""' _____ 
13.00 76.92 50.00 o .. oo o .. oo 0$00 1712 .. 28 
~ NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF Of OF PROTECTED AVG .. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAG AREA MINc PF 
------- -------- --------
____ ....; __ 
-------- -------- ---------
14.00 n .. 43 50.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1624 .. LO 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOT Al COST PER COSY ~ER COST PER. 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG~ SHIELDED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILOIN.G AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. Pf 
--·------ ""'"--de>-- ..,.""° ______ .,.,,_,, _____ ----- ·._..,,__ ~,.,.,.....,....,.=---...,- . ..,,,..,,,,._,,.,.. ____ 
l5o00 66e67 50.00 o .. oo o.oo o .. oo 1537.,12 
~ NUMBER LENGTH wrnrn TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF Of OF PROTEC TEO AVG. SHI EU>ED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF __ ...... ___ --=--..------ -------- -------- -------- .,.,,...,.,, ___ "'""" __ -·------·--
16.00 62s50 50000 o.oo o.oo OoOO 1457~59 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUI LO ING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
--~------- --------- ---------- -------- --------- _____ ....,. ____ _,,...,,,. _______ 
17 .. 00 58.82 50.00 o.oo o~oo OoOO 1371 .. 55 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG,. SHI El OED UNH 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA M[N. PF 
------- ---·----- -------- -------- -------- -------- _,....,. ______ 
l8o00 55 .. 56 50 .. 00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 1289.62 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF· PROTECTED AVG .. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUHDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN ... Pf 
------- ---...----- -------- --------- -------~- --------· ---~_,._,, ___ 
19e00 52 .. 63 50000 o .. oo o.oo o.oo 1204.49 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
Of OF OF PROTECTED AVGo SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA Ml Ne PF _ _,,_...,.,. ___ ____ .. ___ -------- ______ .,..._ -------- ....... ______ ...... _,,....., ___ ,,__....., 
20~00 ·50.00 50.00 o .. oo OoOO O~OO 1122. 69 
HEIGHTS PROVIOI NG PROTECTION 
MINIMUM PROTECT ION FACTOR 
---------~--------- -----------
183 .. 00 40.40 
9 NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUI lOING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF _ ._._-----"""" ____ _,,, __ ....,,_,,,.,.... _____ ------.-- ___ ...,,__,, ____ -~---.. -=~-.. -=-~ ..... -.-----
21 .. 00 48 .. 80 48.,80 70.36 528all 625®99 HOl .. 12 
CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR 
WITH VENTILATION VE NTI LA Tl ON PROTECTION 
--------------~--- ------------ _____ ..... ....,...,,,.._._. 
7.04 l.,41 75 .. 06 
END-Of-OAT A ENCOUNTERED ON SYSTEM INPUT FILE .. 
Figure 5" IC4 
EXTERIOR REINFORCED MASONRY INTERIOR MASONRY.PARTITIONS 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAG AREA MIN .. PF __ ,_,,, ___ - .... --~----- ...,. _____ . __ ------- -------- ____ _,, ____ --------
leOO . 223.61 223.61 o .. oo o.oo o.oo 33363047 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG~ SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
-------- ------ -------- ------- -------- --------- --------
2.;00 158.,U 158 .. 11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 17111 .. 83 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- . 
3 .. 00 129.,10 129 .. 10 o.oo o.oo o .. oo 11733. 70 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
-------- -------- -------- -------·- -------- -------- --------
4@00 U.l .. 80 111. 80 o .. oo o .. oo OeOO 9065.31 
~ NUMBER LENGTH . WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUH.DING BUILDING ARl;A PROT FAC AREA MlN. PF 
------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----------
5.,00 100.00 100.00 o.oo o .. oo o.oo 7473 .. 57 
• HEIGHTS PROV IOI NG PJ:lOTECT!ON 
MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR 
------------------- --------~ ..... -
43.00 41.51 
33.00 41.24 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TEO AVG .. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF . 
---=--~--- --------- _______ .,._ -------- -----=»...,,_ ---....,,===-- ~-----.......... ...,,, 
6.,00 91 .. 29 91.29 820.59 9304 .. 46 312"'75 64-!6.,00 
CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR 
WITH VEN TI LA Tl ON VE NTI LA TI ON PROTECTION 
------------------ ----------- ----------
82.06 16.41 113. ~9 
Fl gure 5. ml 
59 
EXTERIOR CONCRETE PANELS---INTERIOR MASONRY PARTITIONS 
i NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------ ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------
1.00 223.61 223.61 o.oo o.oo o.oo 33363. 47 
t NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTEC TED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MfN. PF 
------- -.------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
2.00 158 .. ll 158.ll o.oo o.oo o.oo 17216 .. 31 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- -------- -------- ------- --------
3 .. 00 129.10 129.10 o.oo o .. oo o.oo ll88le53 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- --------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
4.00 Hl.80 111.80 o.oo o.oo o.oo 9246 .. 37 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- ------- -------- --------
5 .. 00 100.00 100.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 7682.64 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDEn UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA Ml N. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------ ------- -------- --------
6.00 91.29 91.29 o .. oo o.oo o.oo 6659 .. 75 
~ NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
Of OF OF PROTECTED AVG .. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------ ------- -------- ------- -------- ______ .._ __ --------
7.00 84.52 84.52 o.oo o.oo o.oo 5928.08 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA HIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
8.oo 79.06 79.06 o.oo o .. oo o.oo 5381.93 
Fi gLlre 5. m:z 

























' COST PER COST PER 
AVG·. SHIELDED 
PROT FAC AREA 




WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER 
OF PROTECTED AVG~ SHIELDED 
BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA -------- ------- -------- -----~--
70.71 245.69 3008.27 751.91 
CAPACITY OF PEOPLE· WITHOUT COST FOR 
PROTECTION WITH VENTILATION VENTILATION 
24.57 122.44 
Figure 5. lD3 
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EXTERIOR METAL SANDWICH---INTERIOR MASONRY PARTITIONS 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COS1r PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PHOT FAC AREA MIN .. PF ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------
1.00 223.61 223.61 o.oo o.oo o.oo 33363 .. 47 
NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC ARfA MIN. PF ------ ------- -------- ------ -------- -------- --------
2.00 158.11 158.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 17139 .. 78 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDT!'i TOTAL ·-COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED . AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------3.00 129.10 129 .. 10 o.oo o.oo o.oo 11773.22 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED · AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN .. PF 
------- ------- -------- ------- -------- ------- --------
4.00 111 .. 80 111.80 o.oo o.oo o.oo 9113. 72 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST 'PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED · UNIT 
-· FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
5.00 100.00 100.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 7529.47 
' NUMBER. LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------ -------- -------- -------- -------- ------- --------
6.00 91.29 91 .. 29 o.oo o.oo o.oo 64-81.00 
• NUMBER . LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PR01ECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
-~----- -------- -------- -------- -------- ---==,,,.,,....,,- --------
7.00 84.52 84.52 o.oo o.oo o .. oo 5732 .. 27 
NUMBER LENGTH. WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- ------- ------- ------- --------
8.00 79.06 79;.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo 5170.43 
Figure 5.104 
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' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH. TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED · UNIT 
Fl,.OORS . BUILDING BlJILDING AREA PROT .FAC AREA, MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ----- -------- -------- ------
9.00 74.54 74.54 o.oo o.oo o.oo :4731.84 
,· NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF. PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
10.00 70.71 70. 71 o.oo o.oo o.oo 4378.54 
' NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
11.00 67.42 67.42 o.oo o.oo o.oo 4090.06 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER COST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED UNIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- ------- -------- ------- -------- -------~ --------
12.00 64.55 64.55 o.oo o.oo o.oo 3843.56 
' HEIGHTS PROVIDING PROTECTION MINIMUM PROTECTION FACTOR 
------------------- -----------
103.00 · 40.03 
• NUMBER LENGTH WIDTH TOTAL COST PER COST PER CQST PER 
OF OF OF PROTECTED AVG. SHIELDED L!NIT 
FLOORS BUILDING BUILDING AREA PROT FAC AREA MIN. PF 
------- -------- -------- ------- -------- -------- --------
13.00 62.02 62.02 176.14 1784.28 824.81 3632.04 
• CAPACITY OF PEOPLE WITHOUT COST FOR 
WITH VENTI LA Tl ON VENTILATION PROTECTION 
------------------ ·--------- ----------
11-.61 3.52 101.30 
END-OF-DATA ENCOUNTERED ON :SYSTEM INPUT FILE. 
Figure 5 .1D5 
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APPENDIX A. 
CHART LINE EQUATION DEVELOPMENT 
Given: Log Scale Charts in OCD Manual TR-20, Volume I. 
Required to Formulate: X value for any given Y value of the chart 
curves. 
For the figures A.1 through A.5, a straight line equation format is used 






100 i1 ----------.J1~0 ~-----"'.'J°1koo~~~,1~0tooo-------- X 
Y : mX + b , m : { I O , 000 - I 000) I { I O - I ) ::;: IOOO, b • l 000 
- l - X: (Y - 1000)/1000 



















100 ,.__ ___ .....__ l IO ----!I O_O ____ l..::;0,1-00 _____ X 
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y: mX + b, m: (50,000 - 5000)/(10 - l): 5000, b = 5000 




















.001 .OJ • 1 
Y = mX + b , m ., ( . I - . 0 I ) I ( . 000 I - . 00001 ) = 1000 , b = . 0 I 































. 001 - --JL. - +- - -+- -- --1- - -, . 







Ii ne one: 
Y: mX + b, m = (.5 - .05)/(.0001 - .00001) = 5000, b.: .05 
-.00001 - X;: (Y - .05)/5000 = .00009 
line two: 
Y: mX t b, m = (.001 - .0001)/(.0001 - .00001) = .1, b: .0001 
























.00001 .0001 .001 .01 
Roof Contribution 
Y : mX + b, m : { . 00 l - . 0001 ) I ( . 0001 - . 0000 I ) : IO, b : . 0001 
- .00001 + X = (Y - ,0001)/10: (.OOJ - .0001)/10 ~ .. 00009 




PROCESS I NG SEQUENCE OF BUI 1.D I NGS AND FLOORS 
Referring to Figure B.1, building is first processed. Then 
floor l fo I lowed by floor 2 of bu i ld i ng 2 is processed. Next f Joor 1 , 
followed by floor 2, which is followed by floor 3, is processed in a 
three-story building .. Finally, in building N, floor 1 is' followed by 
floor 2, which is fol lowed by floor 3, and so on unti 1 floor N is reached 
in an N~story building .. The floors are numbered from the top, starting 
with the number one, down to the bottom floor, which is numbered N for 
a bul !ding with N number of stories. 
I 2 
BUILDING BUILDING 2 
I 
I · ~ I 2 t? 3 0 '7 N 




SUBPROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 
Figures C.1 to C.8 are the computer flow charts for Chart 1 to 
Chart 8 in $helter Design and Analysis as described in Chapter I I I. 
Because computer programming techniques frequently change, the flow 





. Introduce Partition and Floor Masses from Mai°n Program 
yes Is partition· mass greater than 350? 
no 
partition mass Jess than 5? 
• • .,. 1 
BIXI : .0004 Bl XI : 1. 
Bl XI PR : .0001 BIXIPR: 1. BIXIPR 
Is floor mass reater than 330? es 
no 
yes Is floor mass less than 5? 
k 
k = k + 
BFXF: BFXF = A BFXF: .0001 
BOXOPR: 1 
Is floor mass greater than 210? 
no 
BOXOPR = A __________ ..,...........,,....06 
Return BIXl, BIXIPR, BFXF, BOXOPR to Main Program 
(1) Do next block - partition mass/5 times. 
(2) Do next block - floor mass/5 ti mes. 
Figure C.1. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 1 
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Introduce Wa_ll mass, Height of Detector Plane from Main Pro ram 
less than 20? 
no 
Is ·Height less than 100? 
k: 95 






k = 33 
kk : 0 , 
IOkk 
Return Reduction Factor to Main Pro ram 
es 
k = 0 
no 
(5) 





Reduction Factor : Bk - (Height - 3)(Bk - B(k + 31 ))/17 
: Bk - (Height -·2o)(Bk - B(k + 29))/80 11 II 
II II - Bk - (Height - IOO)(Bk - B(k + 25 ))/200 
II II - Bk - (Height - 300)(Bk - B(k + 21 ))/700 
Figure C.2. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 2 
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Legend for Figure C.3 
(1) Is e larger than .4? 
( 2) I s e I a r ge r than . I ? 
(3) Is e larger than .04? 
(4) X : A(I t 20) - (.04 - e) (A(I + 20) - A1 )/ .03 
(5) X: A(I + 28) - (.1 - e)(A(I + 28) - A1)/.06 
(6) X: A(I + 29) - (.4 - e)(A(I + 29) - A1f/.3 
(7) X: A(I t 32) - (1. - e)(A(I + 32) - A1)~.6 
(8) Is X larger than Z? 
(9) Angle: F * .001 
(10) Angle= (2F - 2) * .001 
(11) Angle= (2F - 12) * .01 
(12) Angle: (5F - 45) * .01 
(13) Angle: (IOF - 110) * .01 
(14) Angle: (5F - 20) * .01 
(15) Angle: (2F + 40) * .01 
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Introduce Plan Width-to-Len th Ratio, e from Main Pro ram 







= I + l = : + I 
Is F less than 2? es 
no 
Is F less than 6? yes 
no 
Is F less than 11? yes 
no 
Is F less than 13? yes 
0 
Is F less than 18? 
0 
Is F less than 20? 
0 
Is F less than 25? 
no 
Angle: (F + 65) * .OJ 
Return Angle to Main Program 
Figure c.3. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 3 
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Legend fot Figure c.4 
(I) Does Roof Mass equal O? 
(2) Is Roof Mass less than 25? 
(3) Is Roof Mass larger than j? 
(4) Roof Contribution: .00001 - {Angle - Bk)/((IOBk - Bk)/.0009) 
(5) Roof Contribution.: Bk .+ (Ang le - .1)/(.1/(B(k + 28) - Bk)) 
.~ 
(' 
(6) Roof Contribution: Bk+ (Ang le - .2)/(.3/(B(k + 28) -.Bk)) 
(7) Roof Contribution: B + "k (Angle - .·5)/(.5/(B(k + 28) - B )) k 
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Introduce Roof Mass and Solid An le Fraction from Main Program 
Is Angle less than . I? yes 
no 
Is Angle less than .2? es 
no 
Is less than ? 
no yes 
k = 85 k = k: 29 k = I 
(I) (I) (I) 
no yes no yes no 
k = k + = k + I k = k + k + 
(2) (2) (2) (2) 
no yes no yes no 
j - j + 10 j = j + 10 j j + 10 j j 10 - = = + 
k = k + k = I + k - k + - k = k + 
no yes no yes no 
6) 7 
Return Roof Contribution to Main Program 
Figure C.4. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 4 
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• 0 
= I + 1 
Is Hi h Angle Greater than A ? yes 
no 
Skyshine = A 
Upper Scatter 
6 
Is Greater than A.? yes 
Low Scatter 6 
Return Skyshine, Upper and Lower Scatter to Main Pro ram 










Legend for Figure c.6 
3)(A1 - A(I + 25 ))/7 less than Angle? 
10)(A1 - A(I ~ 26))/20 less :than Angle? 
30)(A1 - A(I ~ 26))/70 less than Angle? 
Is A1 - (Height -(4) lOO)(A1 - A(I + 26 ))/200 less. than Angle 
(5) Ground Direct Response= I - (.15 - .05 (k - 1)) 
(6) Ground Direct Response= I - (.90 - :01 (k - 17)) 
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Introduce Detector Plane Height, Low Solid Angle Fraction from Main 
Pro ram 
Is Height less than 10? yes 
no 
Is Height :Jess than 30 yes 
no 
Is Height less than loo 
yes 
= = 25 = 0 
no 
k: I + 25 k : 
Is k larger than 16 
Return Ground Direct Response to Main Program 
Figure C.6. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 6 
80. 
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Introduce Wall Mass, XE, from Main Program 
Is wa 11 mass less than 5? 
no 
Is wa 11 mass larger than 40? yes 
, no 
j = 7 j = 0 
t = 30 t : 0 




Return S to Main Program 
Figure C.]. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 7 
Legend for Figure c.7. 
(I) Is wa 11 mass larger than t? 
(2) Radiation fraction scattered SW = A. J 
(3) Radiation fraction scattered SW = 0 
Figure C.8. Flow Chart for Subprogram Chart 8 
Introduced Plan Width-to-Len th Ratio, e, from main ro ram 
Is e less than .05? 
no 
( l) (2) 
Return Shape Factor to Main Program 
(1) Shape Factor= A20e 
(2) Shape Factor= 
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APPENDIX D 
MAIN PROGRAM FLOW CHARTS 
Figure D. 1 illustrates the logic used in programming the feasibility 
methodology by the use of a computer flow chart. The computer program 
itself is not listed because of today's rapidly advancing computer 
techniques in programming. 
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Introduce AREAOP, AREACL, SITLTH, SllvJTH SITCOS, PRFMIN, 
PA, AP, RF MASS, WALMAS, PRTMAS, FLRMAS , WNDWHT, 
STORHT, ROFCOS, WALCOS, PRTCOS in main 
~~m. 
l 
XO : RFMASS + FLRMASS PFAREA: 0, FF: 0, T: 0, I : 0, FLORNO • - I 
Use PRTMAS, FLRMAS to ca 11 Chart 1 for BI XI , BI XI PR, BFXF, BOXOPR 
Use WALMAS to cal I Chart 7 for SW7 
+ 
FLORNO = FLORNO t 1, I : I t I I 
'" HEIGHT1 : 3 ~ (STORHT) ( FLORNO) .l 
BLDGWD: ((AREAOP 'AREACL)/(FLORNO + I)) 2 
... 
Is BLDGWD larger than SI TWTH? "\. yes BLDGWD SITWTH, I = I 
no 
.~ 
BLDGLH = (AREAOP + AREACL)/(BLDGWD (FLOR NO + I)) I 
+ 
ts BLDGWD less than BLDGLH? "' yes no 
t\. Switch BLDGWD with 
BLDGLH I 
"' yes 
"' Is (BLDGWD) (BLOGLH) larger than (SI TLTH) (SI TWTH)? I 
no 
1 .l 
PERFAC : (FLORN02 ) (BLDGWD f. BLDGLH)/ (2(BLDGLH * BLDGWD) 2 ) 
EWDL TH :: BLDGWD/BLDGLH 
HTLNTH l : 2 (2STORHT - 3)/BLDGLH 
HTLNTH 2 : 2 (STORHT - 3) /BLDG LH 
HTLNTH : 6/BLDGHT 
HTLNTH~: 2 (STORHT ~ 3)/BLDGLH 
HTLNTHS : 2WNDWHT/BLDGLH 
HALNTH: BLDGLH - 40 
~ 
Figure O.lA. Flow Chart for Main Program 
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l 
Is B larger than HALNTH? '\.. yes _I HALNTH : B I . I 
no l. 
HTLNTH : 2(STORHT - 3)/HALNTH 
HTLNTH6 • 2(2STORHT - 3)/HALNTH 
kk: 0~ jj = FLORNO + 1, EHALLL: B/HALNTH 
I 
Use EWDLTH, HTLNTH l to Ca 11 Chart 3 for WUPR 
II II HTLNTH !I II II II II WU 
II II HTLNTH2 " II II II II WL 
II II HTLNTH 3 11 II II II II WLPR 
II I! HTLNTH4 11 II II II II WA 
II EHALLL, HTLNTH5 11 II II II · II WlC 
II . II HTLNTH6 11 II II II II WC 7 
,i. 
Use WU, WL to Call Chart 5 for GA5, GSU5, GSL5 
Use WUPR, WLPR to Call Chart 5 for GAPR5, GSUPR5, GSLPR5 
Use WA, WL to Call Chart 5 for GAA5, GSUA5, GSL5 
Use EWDLTH to Call Chart B for EB 
+ 
kk = kk + I, mm: 1 + jj - kk I .. 
'¥ 
Use WALMAS, HE!GHTmm to Ca 11 Chart 2 for BEXE 
Use T, HEIGHT to Cal I mm Chart 2 for BEO -
Use HEIGHT , WLPR to Call Chart 6 for GDPR6 mm .-
Use HEIGHTmm 1 WL to Call Chart 6 for GD6 
.l, ! 
CG : (BEXE)(BIXI) ((G06 + GAS - PA* GAA5)(1 - SW7) • (GSU5 
+ GSL5 - PA * GSUA5) (SW7 * EB} + PA -:, GAA5 * BEO) 
CGB : BEXE * BFXF (1 - AP} ( (GDPR6 - GD6} (I - SW7) + (GSLPR5 
- GSL5) * SW7 *EB)+ BEO * BFXF * AP (GDPR6 - GD6} 
CGA: BEXE * BOXOPR ( 1 - AP) ((GAPR5 - GAS) (1 - SW7) + GSUPR5 
- GSU5) * SW7 *EB)+ BEO * BOXOPR * AP (GAPR5 - GA5) 
'~ 
) 
Figure D.lB. Flow Chart for Main Program 
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' ! 
CGALL = CG + CGA + CGB I 
+ 
Is kk larger than ·27 "' yes no J 
Is kk larger than 1? "' yes no ! .. 
Use RFMASS, WU to Call Chdrt 4 for RFCO 
Use RFMASS, WlC, to Ca 11 Chart 4 for RFWCO 
! 
CONTTL: RFWCO + (RFCO - RFWCO) * BIXIPR 
~ 
I PF= 1/(CONTTL + CGALL) l 
i 
I TRYPF: PF I I 
-




Use XO, WUPR to Call Chart 4 for RFCONT 
Use XO, WC to Ca 11 Chart 4 for CONTRF 
t 
PF= 1/(COTOTL + CGALL I 
+ 
I Is PF larger than TRY PF? '\. yes J TRY PF PF l = . 
"" no 
! 
yes '\. Is jj larger than 2? i no I 1 .... ~ 
I PF : 1 /CGALL I, r 
.J, 
Is PF larger than TRY PF? "' yes I TRY PF PF I = lno IL + 
l Is PF larger than PRFMI N? "" yes l 
• I . Figure D.lC. Flow Chart for Main Program 
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' j ,, 
no 
AREAPF = 8HALNTH 
CAPVOL: PFAREA * STORHT/65 
FF : FF + l 
CAPARA = PFAREA/10 
VACUUM: PFAREA * STORHT/500 
SUMPF: SUMPF ~ PF 
! 




WA LARA = PERFAC (AREAOP + AREACL) 2 * STORHT . 
PRTARA - 8(FLORNO + l)HALNTH * STORHT 
+ 
DLRWAL = WALCOS .. (WA LARA), 
DLRPTN: PRTCOS~~ (PRTARA) 
DLRFDN: SITCOSJ* BLDGWD * BLDGLH 
DLROOF = ROFCOS -1, BLDGWD * BLDGLH 
"' DOLLAR: DLRWAL + DLRPTN + DLRFDN + DLROOF 
,; 
RATIO= DOLLAR/PRFMIN, FLOORS = FLORNO t l 
AVGPF: SUMPF/FF 
,I, 
PFCOST: DOLLAR/AVGPF, ARATIO = DOLLAR/PFAREA 
yes • "- Is ,:_RYPF less than PRFMIN? I 
no 
I Is CAPVOL less than CAPARA? '\. yes I PROTCN DOLLAR/(AVGPF * CAPVOL) I = 
noJ 
. 
I PROTCN = DOLLAR/(AVGPF.* CAPARA) I 
,j. ,, 
I Write out necessary information I 
Figure D.ID. Flow Ch~rt for Main Program 
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